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32 pages, the April number, 52 pages, practically solid matter, 
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practically solid reading matter, not commercial advertisements, 
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Our literature inspires many questions and Dr. Lindsay is 
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VIEW’S AND REVIEW'S BEFORE GOING TO SEEEP

W h ile I write there never can be any basic influence that 
can . in any degree, cause my departure from the scientific 
truth that in my own life and career has been incessantly dem 
onstrated—I cannot he otherwise than faith ful to the funda 
mental, briefly stated: the soul is a ph ase of intelligence that 
in the human has omniscience so far as the individual is con 
cerned, and equally omnipotent so far as the instrument, the 
body of the individual is involved—the knowledge and power 
that created the body and can regenerate it under the same 
laws of first generating its own body: also 1 shall be loyal 
to the fact that the soul is under the law, that it is controlled 
by the images (suggestions) it possesses or becomes possessed 
of.

A s strange as it may seem, we must as yet continue to de 
clare that the mental and psychical of the human are as fixed 
ly under laws (now known laws which 1 have worked under 
for more than a quarter of a century) that govern as any law 
of matter ever disclosed or ever will be discovered governs in 
the material elements. All that I ever shall write will be in 
strict accord with the above statements. It is not very volumin 
ous and it would justify anyone to meditate upon tbe above 
golden text, and maybe, would repay more profitably than 
anything else one ever completely mastered.

W 'hen one is going to pass into a subjective state or a state 
of unconsciousness in sleep, sleep, natural or forced, that which 
one immediately preceding the entrance into the state in 
any degree subjective, has visualized (though t) tends to be 
a perfectly scientific prayer which the soul registers and treats 
as a working plan. The conscious mind can formulate a pic 
ture. but of itself, cannot fulfill, but the law is that the soul 
M U ST use the plan in principle if not in exactness—a des 
tructive line of thought will determine for destructive fulfill 
ment—a constructive view or a review that becomes closed 
constructively, will provide for constructive realizations.

1 wish 1 could declare that the numerical practice in think 
ing constructively before becoming passive or asleep would 
pertain to the people one hundred per cent. Th e George 
W ash ington  spirit cannot be discarded to make such a declar 
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ation possible. Acknowledgements of the individuals would 
seem to justify tbe conclusion that no one bas very often dealt 
only in happy thoughts before passing into that state that 
places the subconscious in the ascendency. Then , results in 
predominant manifestation, show that almost everyone has 
given his soul orders to perpetuate worry, fear, anticipation of 
disappointments, creating the fulfillments of the illnesses called 
for in diagnoses, correct or erroneous and many other forms 
of unhappy pictures—placed in the soul under the scientific 
situation, prepassivity.

Occasionally there is a news account of a parent talking to 
the child while it is going to sleep, which was followed by 
healing, the correction of some habit or fault, and sometimes 
where a parent has encouraged the child with reference to 
becoming freed from self-consciousness or other obstacle to 
its progress, in a subject of its study. An  interpretation that 
the parent had on the occasion used the formula, that actual 
ly fulfills a soul law, has been entirely remote from the inter 
pretations of any humans who are teachers, ministers or physi 
cians. medical or psychiatric.

My life s work would be wholly or adequately repaid could 
1 impress just one parent to consent to the scientific laws and 
formulas that would be fulfilled in such a practice and so im 
press that parent that he would give faithful attention to the 
mode in the instance of the one child throughout the period 
of the child s development. There would he one person whose 
life had been built on a foundation such as that where a 
parent had interpreted the ideals possessed innately by the 
child had been liberated from inherited or otherwise acquired 
destructive images and their effects. An  individual liberated 
to personify, objectify, express his innate self would he in his 
happiness and usefulness a superhuman being.

Truly I would be supremely happy could I impress a de 
gree of appreciation of the above law and formula that that 
would lead to the application even in one life.

Do you ask w'hat relationship has the practice of a parent 
presenting encouragement to a child when it is going to sleep, 
to that subject, what one thinks about and manner of think 
ing before he goes to sleep or into a passive state? The answ'er
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is—the parent directs h appy, h opeful registration of images 
that immediately and directly are placed in the soul of the 
child as working plan s—when anyone thinks only constructive 
plans (suggestions) into his soul before becoming passive 
he is using the same law that the parent and child apply.

I know many of the answers the average reader would give 
to the proposal that everyone should crown the day—declare 
it to unfold into better days, by suggesting to his soul con 
structively.

Now, if you will be sincere in desiring and aspiring to 
know, through my familiarity with the probable replies to 
tbe above declarations, 1 can  help you since 1 can  anticipate 
your problem that you feel would make it impossible for you 
to become at rest or in equilibrium in thinking over experiences 
and conditions.

A  conclusion or two that you can form voluntarily will be 
vitally helpful. First, decide that the thoughts of your con 
scious mind are subject to your own choosing. Second, worry, 
as you know, never helps and always is destructive.

In your review of the day’s experiences you probably must 
admit that many were not pleasan t—really, very unhappy. 
You need at th is very point to seek your sou ls aid that you 
may avoid deciding that the unhappy experiences must bear 
bitter fruit—counting on the destructive side. In an attitude of 
trust while asking your soul to save you from letting the un  
h appy experiences, their pictures which have gone into mem 
ory, count destructively, immediately you will know that you 
do not have to let them count for further pain.

Th at decision will mean a real triumph and will provide for 
perfect rest while sleeping and such wonderful uplift upon 
waking up.

You may state that there is a real occasion for grieving — 
an occasion of anything is not the main point but what you 
make it do to you when you decide before you go to sleep 
that it must register on the side of distress. If you decide 
that your sold can take over the problem and through its per 
fect knowledge of past, present and future, through its all



knowledge and completeness of power will save its body from 
becoming of wrong chemistry and its accessory mind from 
becoming confused and sad.

If instead of suggesting that constructive trust for good, 
one determines that the situation is awful and must continue 
ruinous, that decision is a scientific command to one s own 
deific power to destroy tbe harmonies in the chemistry of its 
body, create nervous tension and make its weakest points in 
its body weaker and establish  all sorts of destructive condi 
tions—even to order more emphatic sensitiveness to fear and 
other harmful emotions.

Every conceiva hie inharmony in the form of disease of 
body; inefficiency of mind and even its derangement, erron 
eous inspiration as an echo of the destructive orders given to 
the soul under the scientific situation of experiencing what 
one pictures before going to sleep, any or all may he caused 
by the picturing before sleep. Yet, beyond on es possible con 
ception of blessing in building to perfect health  in mind body 
and emotions; guidance by intuition that would provide for 
the perfect plans to be formed by the voluntary mind—even 
the inspirations that come to the conscious mind from the 
IN N ATE SELF all must be approved by that objective, 
choosing phase of mind if fulfillment is to take place. Th e in- 
nate self im pels hut will not force its intuitions to be ful 
filled—the freedom of the objective will he absolute. AH in 
voluntary acts and conditions were first voluntary—all auto 
matism, he it constructive or destructive, a harmony or in 
harmony, was first consented to or chosen by the voluntary' 
self. Perhaps the strongest influence in creating that automa 
tism was in the decisions impressed upon the acquired phase 
of the soul by the thoughts before one lost consciousness in 
sleep.

Believe with me: you do not have to view or review the 
pictures of  experiences or conditions and close that exercise 
with discouragem ent—you can  entrust problem s and their sol 
ution to your innate, intuitive self'-since you can be sure that 
a phase of your own being is qualified under natural law s 
with pow er and disposition to meet the needs and guide the 
steps constructive conclusions and encouragem ent—peace will 
be established before going to sleep.



DR. A . A . LIN D SA Y
BR O A D C A ST IN G  O V ER  ST A T IO N  KSL 

SA LT  LA KE CITY. U TA H

P SYCH O LO G Y O F  G O O D  CH EER

My Fr ien d s:'- ! he glory of Zion  would seem to rebuke tbe 
situation in whicb a New  York man would come to tbis region 
to deliver a lesson on good cheer—-all the art, gathered Irom 
the whole world h as taken form in New  York while Nature 
has assembled her choicest torms of beauty, and every element 
of her designs as expressed in the Salt  Lake environment sug 
gests perfection and provides completest supply of food for 
the soul in the marvelous beauty.

Perhaps 1 am here to try to tell you something of your 
blessings that, maybe, are not as apparent to you as they are 
to one who has h ad occasion to reside in the midst of the 
artificial.

O ur first impression, upon entering here leads us to ex 
claim: Here is everything that Mind, Soul and Body, M AN  
could wish for in the ideal, surely spontaneous good cheer 
must characterize every human residing in the midst of all of 
Nature’s glories!”

However, one does become disillusioned; one soon discloses 
that pain of disease; distress because of the individual not 
possessing satisfying amount ol perishable material; unh ap 
piness due to jealousy; wrecked minds because of dissipations 
due to such persons having formed artificial appetites, which 
they try to satisfy; overwhelming worry because the an ticipat 
ed future may not afford complete release from inharmonies; 
and the general succumbing to fear, all these finite factors 
with their condemning influence, right here where infinite joys 
are to be h ad for the taking.

I am to interpret psychologically with regard to good cheer, 
therefore, let us look to what the soul has to do with the 
situation—psychology meaning the science of the soul. The



soul is that phase of intelligence which creates for itself a 
body through which to express here in this physical world. 1 he 
word, soul, signifies life and intelligence and in the human 
there is that accessory ph ase of mind, known as the objective, 
voluntary mind. The soul appoints that temporal mind to in 
terpret through senses and reasoning and so equips it with the 
privilege of choosing.

It is not the Innate phase of the human that has discounted 
truth and beauty, it is the finite voluntary phase of his mind 
that has told the Innate that there is no beauty, there is no 
health , there is no music, there is no harmony, no security.

1 he Innate, the intuitive (the instinctive) inherent knowl 
edge offers its impellings, usually named the still small voice’ 
that would direct for all good cheer and would prompt the 
true relationships therefore give true estimates of TH IN GS.

Nature gives the human the privilege of choosing, and it 
would seem that in the main he chooses to doubt. W h at  one 
chooses to believe, or consents to, he registers in his soul as a 
scientific prayer. His soul is under nature s laws which re 
quire the situation as if the soul says to the conscious, volun 
tary mind: "1 impel you out of my Innate perfect knowledge— 
you have the privilege of free will, so if you do not choose 
to go my way, 1 will go yours and will create what you sug 
gest to me.

T R U ST  is the biggest word in human vocabulary and tbe 
degree of spontaneous trust will measure tbe good cheer — 
perfect trust given to the Innate Self by the voluntary, con 
scious mind, will provide for the spontaneous good cheer to 
be perfect also. All things desirable answer to trust and good 
cheer. All healing has to occur through the powers of the 
soul; all dependable instruction and guidance must come from 
the sou l-Good  CH EER mut be due to faith in the soul s 
attributes and that faith based upon knowledge of the soul’s 
powers, and one must not stop at faith; H E M U ST E N  
TRU ST. H E M U ST T R U ST  H IS O W N  SO U L for all
healing and guidance.

This explains why we have that interpretation under our 
true psychology that one must find O N E ’S SELF.

_________



P S Y C H I C A L  C O N D I T I O N S  D E F I N E D

. Psych ical conditions and obsessions could be discussed in 
tbe same moment—in a measure I may be more h elpful, treat 
ing with distinction although, maybe, will not find a mania or 
obsession except as a psychical condition.

A  psych ical condition is where one suffers from a picture 
of a sensation and there may he no involvement of structural 
departure from the normal and yet the symptoms seem so 
convincing that a large percentage of operations disclose per 
fectly healthy state in all the region from which distress of 
pain or other suffering radiates.

It may be true that it is difficult to understand how one 
can  suffer so much "with  nothing the matter-.’ 1 use no such 
lan guage-on e may suffer more from a picture of pain than 
ever would he produced under organic change. So many per 
sons of good intelligence have testified to suffering different 
kinds of unpleasant sensations in a foot although he had no 
foot—amputation of a leg being the situation. After less than 
another century it will he usual to realize one suffers in the 
intelligence part and not in the meat that the mind suffers 
in reference to. I his does not preclude one suffering when 
there is a departure from the normal, structurally.

O n e may dislike to have his body mutilated, however, 
when he has only the more painful situation, a picture of a 
sensation as the situation. I he man informed me that he knew 
perfectly w'ell that he had neither a bannana nor other ob 
ject in his shoe yet often he would take off his shoe because 
with each step he felt as if he were rolling over an object 
of that form. O f course he was not insane—he was a success 
ful member of the Ch icago Board of Trade—maybe working 
under such high tension—going on nerve—could have prepared 
for the susceptibility to some sort of psychical condition—a 
peculiar sensation of which he had a picture, not of pain . 
Another person might take the image, a numbness, anaesthesia 
or hyperaesthesia—I admit I do not know how to select a con 
dition—! know most perfectly that it is a psychical condition 
that never will disappear until a counter suggestion cancels the 
image.



A  woman suffered most terrible pain in her toe — even 
cramping to such a degree that the toe would turn under her 
foot and she would have to remove her shoe and straighten 
the toe mechanically. Sh e had suffered so long and so much 
that she had decided to have the toe removed surgically. I 
assured her that might not impress her picture of pain (an d 
of course it would not have removed it unless she interpreted 
with such expectancy that she would have canceled the sug 
gestion, the picture of pain through which she had suffered) 
there being nothing the matter with the foot. A  great deal 
of surgery is done for its psychological effect. If no one in 
connection with such a case does not know how to use 
counter-suggestion and they all think that if one has not the 
organ through which to su ffer he could not suffer they may 
cut with disaster. I am writing chiefly to inform people about 
practical psychology that they may have more resistance 
against taking on conditions hut also that if they have a psych i 
cal condition involving whatever sense through which they 
have a picture of an inharmony-sensation one may have 
through whatever form the picture takes.

A  man that declared he was being driven to insanity by an 
incessant diabolical taste, had heen examined in all physical 
aspects, with the result, every evidence of perfect health . That 
was a picture of flavor. A  nurse h ad been associated with a 
case for some time, a case involving most terrible and contin 
uous odor. She remained conscious of the odor, day and night.
She assured me that it radiated from e\Vry part of her body 
and that all of her friends were only generous with her en 
deavoring to comfort her when they declared there was no 
such odor about her. There is quick and complete relief from 
any such psychical condition when there is an operator who 
intelligently would cancel, counter suggest the picture that 
h as been impressed upon the individual s soul. Oh . you do 
not like the word soul in such connection? Every word, psychic, 
psychical, psychology comes from the word, psyche that means 
soul. Mental science does not mean soul nor is it psychology 
except in the sense that it is an accessory phase of intelli 
gence. an instrument of the soul. Physiology is not soul, it 
is the material instrument the soul uses and certainly controls 
when it destroys a body or builds it. Th e soul can create a 
picture controlling any sense one is possessed of.



A  psych ical sense may impress one to see as, if with the 
eyes, an  abhorrent picture all the time, as may one have a 
psych ic picture of a repulsive voice or noise, incessantly im 
pressing the hearing.

It would be unfortunate to operate on the olfactories—it 
would he criminal to treat the auditory department, (crime 
often performed) or any other structure, organ or system when 
the individual is suffering from a picture of a sensation that 
would he more persistent perhaps if the sense, physical organ, 
were removed.

W hen one comes to consider the sense of feeling, under 
control of a picture, we enter a field, perhaps almost univer 
sally experienced by h umans—some to degree of terrible suf 
fering of pain  or other distressing sensation—some only in a 
passing moment.

Probably psychical picture of sensation of feeling relates to 
every illness—a factor often very misleading in chronic con 
ditions and often the largest factor in insomnia.

It will he well now, in view of psychic picture I will here 
describe, to return to the chapter herein on Views and Re 
views showing the possibilities of lasting impressions being 
recorded when one is entering a state of unconsciousness.

An  actual case where the woman was beginning to question 
her own sanity, based on her beholding constantly an image 
and also the image a part of every thought. Sh e stated that 
it was the picture of a man. Proceeding with the history of 
her suffering more than two years she stated that in surgical 
connection the doctor who administered the anaesthetic 
brought his fare right down over hers—her last conscious pic 
turing was this man s face, that made it seem immediately 
upon restoration, that his face was still that intimate.

Sh e had fought the picture by all will power she h ad— 
she had talked wi th h im and both expressed the assurance 
there was no attraction between them. Nothing helped.

This lady knew right where and when this impression was 
made.



The theory of psychol-analysis, that if f>y looking up dreams 
from infancy on. through wh ich ( it is a lleged) that in one to 
three months the analyst can tell one where the item came 
from and in that information there would he P ER FEC T  rem- 
edy, would seem to be quite well annihilated in the instance 
of and by this experience. Sh e knew where and when the 
picture was impressed—no one seems to realize that while, 
maybe we cannot say that in the soul was the place we can 
he absolutely sure that the soul ( involuntary phase of in 
telligence) registered the image and, against all the objective 
will, forced the picture before ber consciousness, all of her 
hours of consciousness. Is there a remedy? On ly where some 
one knows that a psychic picture is a registration in the 
acquired phase of the soul (the subconscious) and knows how 
to get an effect upon the seat of the image—with that 
knowledge it is a very simple matter. Some have hoped their 
God would take especial interest in such a terrible situation, 
suspend natural law and take tbe accursed thing away. All 
sorts of nostrums have been tried in all the forms of suffering 
herein partially described—the suffering is too great to describe 
( people have said if they could have any sort of physical 
trouble it would be welcomed, in the place of this psychical 
condition.

In a period exceeding an average’s man’s lifetime 1 have 
dealt with this science, of psychology and, therefore, with 
soul pictures. (I have been happier when considering those 
innate in the soul, they are all ideal, call for and create only 
the perfect). I never met with an instance where a driving 
thought, a persistent picture of a sensation, that was h appy 
or delightful.

O f course in dreams individuals have had delightful sen 
sations of flavors—enjoying even a whole meal. O f course have 
seen delightful scenery and gloriously beautiful human faces 
and have beard tbe music grander than ever experienced in 
consciousness and there have been wonderful gardens of flowers 
and as for sensation involving feeling, one may have wished 
one could even recall the exquisite feeling during the dream. 
W e easily contrast an incessant driving sensation of a' pain  
ful psychic picture with pictures in a dream—both kinds are 
registations in the soul—the painful kind are always acquired.

X



dream pictures sometimes are innate an d ideal and are beyond 
the consciousness to conceive of in conscious recalling. Like 
all inharmonies manifested upon mind, body or acquired self, 
images in the soul are their source and the power and intelli 
gence that h as become possessed of the cause, a picture, is 
appoin ted by nature to use its potentialities to make the cor 
rections whether in its mental part, physical instrument or sub 
conscious acquired ph ase. I o make corrections, that cause 
M U ST  become canceled, and when an  inharmony plan  has 
been deprived of all of its working value, the innate self offers 
for the conscious m ind s approval the perfect plan after wh ich 
the soul will build.

T our spiritual attitude is the determinative force in your 
life—may you, then, adopt the attitude of conscious TRUST , 
incessantly praying with your conscious self, directing your 
petitions toward that omnipotence that created your body from 
one cell (to become the most complex organization in the uni 
verse) for its healing and all of its harmonies and with ab 
solute trust seeking its intuitive impellings. O n e can apply the 
intuitions for prosperity in all features of human attainments 
an d obtainments.



N A T U R A L  L A W '  O F  R E S U R R E C T I O N

A  lover of marvels and beauty in nature called me recently 
to aslc me to express some of my perceptions based upon ber 
views of the situation at tbe moment when she was driving 
along the boulevard, looking at the trees in all of their outward 
barrenness and necessarily drawing upon her memory to con 
ceive of what that environment would be like in a very short 
time—for, already new bodies were becoming somewhat visible 
and giving prophecy of beautiful adornment in the entire land 
scape. Sh e was particularly occupied in her thought with the 
supreme exhibit of trust manifested in all the subjects along 
that street margin.

I feel much inclined to look back to consider the situation, 
the seeming evidence of death  to all that h ad manifested such 
life and beauty. Not a subject seemed afraid—although terrific 
cold temperature must be approaching. Each  form of life was 
intelligent and acted almost as if it were also conscious—1 
know it acted with reference to knowledge, although it might 
not reason—innately possessed and some forms went into com 
pletely frozen state and were preserved to continue its same 
body—but with accumulated force in the season of retirement. 
Some gave up their bodies that they h ad lived in for the past 
months of exhibit—yet, as if they knew they were souls that 
needed no longer the formerly used body because there would 
be the resurrection in a new body, although they might be 
preserved in a germinal, vital part, through which the tempera 
ture and moisture in their action would burst that cover and 
that cell with its hungry soul soon would multiply in its mate 
rial part and show that in its soul was the picture of the subject 
of the same species that h ad glorified its kind in seasons before.

A  casualist might interpret that out of death  is unfolding 
life—life did not perish—it used only the materials surrounding 
to preserve the germinal part that the life would be protected 
and provided with an instrument through which the same soul 
could build for itself a new body and a body adapted to ele 
ments of the environment in which it finds itself.

The most delicate flower has that to meet with that in the



human, in same ratio of obstacles, becomes afraid an d doubt 
ing or because of doubting becomes afraid, our tiny subject 
keeps its poise and moves on in trust an d expresses itself 
through the new body it h as built. O r  if it is not the kind 
that comes from root or bulb, in the previous season s closing 
process it h as placed the seeds with souls with pictures like 
those in the original plan t’s soul, each  seed showing the pre 
dominant element in nature, T R U ST , rests dormant and 
innately knowing that temperatures and moisture will prepare 
for the bursting of the shell that hems it in and that out of 
that death  (seemingly) will rise the new body.

Scientific resurrection is liberation. Th e resting (exteriorly, 
as to exhibit of life) trees have the assurance of their new 
bodies with all adornment through what they, themselves shall 
grow, first the budding, then the unfoldment of the leaves. 
Before that h as taken form there have been many things going 
on—W H Y? Because the soul in the original seed of the tree 
bad an image as a plan  for the whole career of the tree as 
manifested in its expression.

"God,” yours or mine, does not have to recall what picture 
H e put into a seed’s soul—Nature having placed the image 
can depend, as we should, upon the loyalty to that innate 
picture in the soul—innate because Nature placed the life 
intelligence subject forever to the image therein. T R U ST  is 
fundamental in nature—it requires the human with his finite, 
sometimes conceited, mind to develop all sorts of fears, but 
when he h as taken them on he seldom learns the T R U ST  
through which he would be guided in experiences that would 
keep him in poise and TRUST.

Th e trees of the forest undergo processes by which the 
structure, which elements have destroyed, part from the live 
part and in that sense there is newness with some appearance 
of resurrection of the new out of the old—it is all a process 
through which the soul (meaning life and intelligence) is 
equipped by Nature to keep or create a body adapted to its 
environment—perish as may the physical part—the sold never 
dies—cremation is the most sane and sanitary way to deal with 
a body when the soul has moved out—we even aid in carrying 
out natural order in raking our fields and forests to gather the



Resurrection is a process in nature, in principle going on all 
the time, with that interpretation life and intelligence is rising 
out of the death and decay.

A s the trees and all their kin manifest T R U ST  because all 
things and lives are under law, so, concerning what becomes 
of soul, what form of body nor where located it shall he when 
it is resurrected, as it will be in the instance of the human 
(death  and resurrection taking place in the same moment) 
one should T R U ST  natural law that will govern them. All 
that is in heaven and all that is in earth is under that natural 
law, which does not change—we can afford to T R U ST  and 
he at peace—mav YO U SA V E YO U R SELF FRO M  A LL 
TH A T CO M ES TH RO UC.H  LACK O F TRU ST.

d e a d  p a r t  t o  d e s t r o y  i t  t h a t  i t  m a y  n o t  o b s t r u c t  l i f e .



Some Thoughts That Have Comforted Me 
- Along The W ay -

W e, millers grind visible wheat and corn into flour and 
meal, while the Invisible Miller (Th e Innate Self) turns the 
images, invisible thought held during the objective grind, into 
Man . Th e thing with which we deal is the occasion ot our 
thought; the thing is transitory, the thought is Eternal.

$ ij:
No one. at any time, h as been satisfied with the result 

when he expected things, of themselves, to become a bless 
ing; no objective thing ever meets its promises. Let  one gain 
everything that he wills to obtain , there is still that elusive 
thing, satisfaction , still unmet and something more or some 
thing different is required.

$c ijc :J:

W e  have reached now the destination of Practical Psy 
chology. It is the study which has as its end. the valuation  
of things, not at all for themselves hut for their service in 
C haracter bu ild ing. * * 3:

TH IN GS, of themselves rlo not, never did and never will
satisfy; things regarded as a means to a spiritual end do satisfy, 
and we cease to weigh and measure the size, count the num 
ber and consider the rarity of things and we do come to esteem 
each item of matter, as we do each item of experience, ac 
cording to its effect upon the invisible Man . who, although 
being impressed by things wh \ch are the occasion of his imag 
ery is becoming wealthy in Invisible Riches.

^ * *
W h en  we have any units of measurement in which to name

the value of a M AN  then I will tell you how much it is worth 
to cease altogether to value things, though they are worlds; 
people, though they are gods; knowledge, though it is food; 
intellect, though it is reasoning and designing; body, though it 
is the instrument of the soul—I will tell you then how much 
it is worth to he capable of valuing any of them or all of 
them only for their effects upon Character, the made man— 
the permanent, the immortal Self.



I won Id that I could tell you how much it is worth to esteem 
the universe, life and all things and experiences at their full 
value as means to the end. self expression, individuality.

It is worth while to aspire to gain the whole world and use 
it to shape one s Self, hut all the realities are lost to the sold 
when one would seek to gain the whole w orld for possession s 
sake.

%  if:

1 o express the individuality is the purpose of th is mundane 
life and we should regard people, things, education  and ex 
periences as the technic through which to unfold the perman 
ent Self.

* * *
A  week of destruction in mental and emotional attitudes and 

a day of joy will create a great deal of the undesirable and a 
little blessing—even one joy picture is a working pattern that 
is creative and is used by the soul to add beauty, but it can  
not overcome six patterns which become working plans of in- 
harmonie s structures—both kinds of plans are used by the 
same Deity, the Soul, to create that which the patterns call for.

••}: *  %

Tak ing a perfectly scientific view’, a day s sowing ol wheat 
covering a ten acre field, would produce a splendid harvest ol 
all wheat—instead, let one day’s sowing of rye follow in the 
same field, there must be a mixed result, and if there is six 
times as much rye sown as there is of wheat, the harvest must 
show very little wheat.

W h eat  is the constructive thought of each life—rye the 
destructive—there is nothing more truly a seed than is a thought, 
and no one has a warrant for an expectancy of a better harvest 
than he provides for in his sowing.

# % *
If one sows only constructive emotional thought, he is auth  

orized scientifically to he an optimist; if one has mixed his seed 
be should expect the field—life—to give him a medley in the 
result.

* !$! *

1 w’ish all mankind to become optimistic, justifiably. 1 here- 
fore, I must show the virility of a thought, and I must, il I



am to teach the truth, demonstrate that one accomplishes no 
gain hy deceiving h imself into a belief that he can reap only 
construction when destruction has predominated in the images 
he h as entertained in his conscious m ind.

* * *
Th e thoughts of the conscious m ind are dropped into the 

subconscious, the involuntary mind, and there they become 
the working plans used hy th at deity th at creates the lorms 
with precision after the thought-plans formulated by the vol 
untary mind.

* * *
It is the office of Practical Psychology to supply the basis 

of true optimism and any life organized upon the science, our 
T R U E P SYC H O LO G Y will become constructive, therefore, 
optimistic, justifiably.

tf: t*c
1 1BFRATIO N IS TH E BA SIS O F  P O ISF - T H F  LIBER 

TY O F  BEIN G O N E ’S SELF.
* * *

Th at Healing and Culture should be under a standard of 
the perfect seems most reasonable; if they are. then attainment 
is through growth—the ideal will become reached through 
evolution.

# * *

Aesculapius was the god of medicine—he had two sons, 
who were doctors. Aesculapius trespassed upon medical auth  
ority by raising the dead, so Jupiter slew him, however, re 
maining the god of medicine he connected heaven and healing, 
and to this day, mystically, theology and healing, continue 
associated, making it difficult to associate psychology, growth, 
evolution as the basis of ideal attainment.

*  if: %

TH E SU B- CO N SCIO U S A CH ILD —Not everyone is re 
quired to rear a child as one who trains, rears, one’s offspring, 
but everyone has a subconscious or involuntary phase of mind 
to cultivate and in its relationships to the voluntary or objec 
tive phase is perfectly parallel with the relationships between 
parent and child.

* * *

Pain  is friendly; it would give one notice that he should



choose and will to do that which will remove the cause ol 
the pain—narcotics do not remove causes, they deaden  sen 
sibilities—theologies often are as narcotics. Psychology would 
advise, thus—pain is actual, a need is actual and there is a 
power within the sufferer or needy one that, und er proper sug- 
gestions, can and will remove pain s cause and fulfill the need.

ij: JJ:

1 have written in all my strength, endeavoring to cause people 
who read our books to use suggestion scientifically, upon chil 
dren and all others who have needs—speaking the words and 
thinking the thoughts immediately into the soul ( that life ancl 
intelligence that creates for itself a body) that controls the 
body in all of its involuntary, subjective, states, manifestations 
and activities, scientifically meeting all corrections.

^ *}* jfi

Ideal leadership into all that is good, the establishment ol 
right desires, habits and disposition can be brought about 
through the scientific use of suggestion and when one would 
use the best discipline upon one’s self, auto-suggestion used 
under the scientific formula will prove helpful.

* * *

In training children. 1 am not much for punishment but as 
a practical psychologist I pay all tribute to discipline, leader 
ship into the right. I, who have seen the ch ief disaster of human 
life occur from lack of discipline should speak with authority.

:}: %

Every friend and everything that is friendly endeavors to 
assist one to gain and maintain one s equilibrium; every sort 
of enemy or antagonist, or even a competitor conspires to des 
troy poise.

* * *

W ith  all respect for the learning” of those, who h ave said 
that every image of the mind makes special lines or dents in 
the brain pulp , I am required to state the scientific truth 
—that the brain is purely the instrument of the mind—the 
surgeon s brain is, materially no more impressed by what he is 
cutting any more than the knife with which he comes in direct 
contact with flesh.



O n e cannot pay too high a tribute to poise—it is the asset 
wo rth more than all others—when poise is lost, nothing counts 
for much—it is vital because of its effect upon the instrument, 
the body.

* * *

In my writings upon self-consciousness 1 have shown that 
when one recalls the picture of his failure when he w as mak 
ing an effort sim ilar to the one in which he is engaged, through 
this visualization  of defeat, and because of such visualizing, 
fails again. I his is due to the upset of his poise—he loses his 
h ead. Knowing the truth of th is so well, l have m ade every 
effort to impress parents and all other teachers ( SU G G EST - 
ER S) to use encouraging pictures that declare the ability to 
succeed and calling for success; incessantly, I have taugh t that 
fact, that criticism in the form of reminding the subject of his 
errors and sins of the past, his weaknesses and his defeats 
destroys, the poise, undermines self confidence, thereby sup 
plying an architectural pattern that the recipient of such images 
must create after — and FAIL. T is all under the law of sug 
gestion. No one obtains a Letter view of the perfect through 
visualizing distortions of the thing he would create or the virtue 
he would express.

%

Th e loss of poise will cause the paralysis of all superior 
powers.

* * *
No one is created to live with nor harmonize with every 

one; neither does one have to H AITI those with whom he 
never could blend—one can and should adopt an attitude of 
letting alone—I know that it is possible to cease even to recall 
persons and incidents related to the most unjust treatments— 
one can let them alone from the thought, completely. All 
through my life 1 have recalled an experience I h ad when I 
was a small boy; it was with some skunks—I recall with amuse 
ment, only.

* * *
Linder the guise of love there is glad reception everywhere 

—love appears in company with sympathy and the doors are 
opened wide, as to a welcome guest.

sf:
Triumph and Disaster are both impostors; they offer, or



promise that which they never deliver and one is lortunate il 
he is grounded in the truth and understanding that only by his 
own consenting or choosing can anything reach his soul to 
harm him; that he must open his soul to a thing if that thing 
is to act upon him.

* :f: If:
1 here is no warrant in great elation because any or many 

praise one and surely there is no occasion ol despair in the 
world s discount of one. O n e may build for twenty years and 
gain a good reputation then lose it in an hour through an 
announcement against him. and, what is more, the report may 
not have a grain of truth in it—yet his reputation become lost.

sjc sfc
On e would be foolish to do anything particularly tor repu 

tation s sake when he cannot depend upon it any more than 
is indicated in the acknowledgement that a phonograph or any 
sort of mouthpiece can pronounce words descriptive of acts 
that never were committed, through which reputation may be 
lost.

5J: Sfc
W h o has not over-estimated what he has interpreted as 

disaster? Seeming disappointment is far more often possessed 
of the potency of blessing than loss and if correctly inter 
preted, the experience usually may he converted into asset.

* * *
I affirm that one can gain a True Psychology that will en  

able one to endure under every supreme test. I believe the 
severest test is when you hear the truth you have spoken 
twisted by knaves to make traps for fools, in the words of 
Kipling, and 1 believe you are far on the way in mastery ol 
self through a perfect psychology if you stand the test of your 
poise, hut even that mastery is attainable.

*  $  If:

If one does not lose his poise in fear of what his enemies 
might do to his injury, he still has a greater test of his resist 
ance when his friends misjudge him, criticise him and prophecy 
unfortunate outcome for him.

if: $  $

Notwithstanding any history and all history in which human 
beings have lost their heads and taken destructive courses on



accoun t thereof it remains true that one can  hear to let his 
noblest ideals and grandest work he twisted by those at enmity 
with all that is true and good and beautifu l—one may see all 
that was conceived of him to be constructive turned into the 
channel of destruction an d still not lose his poise.

Th e San  Francisco fire swept destruction before it but San  
Francisco lost not its poise—the city was not destroyed because 
its equilibrium w as maintained. T he city, a spiritual thing was 
not burned, the buildings after old patterns were burned but 
the way was cleared for the glorious architectural plans to be 
come objectified. An y human being could have a parallel ex 
perience relative to all the forms that have made up his life, 
and, not losing his h ead, go on to the destin iation, a M AN . 

* * *
W h en  we become too regardful of what others may think 

of us we work for an unprofitable purpose. The good opinion 
of others should be purely incidental to our normal course of 
action. * * *

Fortunate is the individual and as rare as he is fortunate, 
who h as not lost his head over someone. He tries to make one 
count for more or a place that nature has not created as a 
possibility. 1 have known this extreme of having one count 
too much so that life was lost, the individual actually perish  
ing because the outcome of another was not what was desired. 

* * *
W e  begin to wonder if it is possible for any to keep poise 

when there are the myriad ways in whi ch it can be lost. All 
destructive things have one common point of attack—first, it 
would upset the equilibrium.

* * *
If I were going to leave a parting injunction to one 1 loved, 

it would not be to caution him against th is person or that thing 
—it would be to beseech him to see to it that he did not be 
come a slave to ideas which he deliberately created.

Therefore, we have this to record, the law of tyranny, that 
the soul that would limit, repress, tryannize in the life of an  
other, turns upon itself as a tyrant with supreme power. It



not only inspires the mind with ideas that are not correct, but 
distorts, limits and ruins the life of the one enslaved because 
he or she would tyrannize over another.

Applied knowledge is the individual s saviour—let it be 
True Psychology. * * *

Psychology, (the science of the soul) brings peace because 
it discloses the truth about things as they are and supplies a 
basis of correction.

* * *

W h en  a complete conception is h ad of our psychology one
realizes that the only mastery over an individual is one s own 
ideas. * * *

Auto-suggestions determine one’s standards—standards may 
determine him to he master in one direction and enslaved in 
another. Principles consented to or chosen by one make the 
individual therefore, one may voluntarily change on es prin 
ciples and become a liberated individual.

* * *
Man  chooses and may have what he chooses. H e may

use all of his love to enthrall that which he loves. Again  one 
may be in accord with his innate self, then he liberates all 
that he loves—then he causes growth to flourish in everything 
he loves. ^ jj.

Indeed Love is the only power that has the courage to 
liberate—Love is sure of itself.

Love, the Liberator says, "1 am true love, for 1 liberate. Be 
cause 1 am love I wish everything to he free to express all of 
itself- * * *

No hand is more blessed than the hand of the liberator.
i*C tfc %

How beautiful it is accurately to know where one stands— 
whether he is to he a free man or a slave in the future. Anyone 
may know this at any moment, for to the extent that one 
liberates, he, himself is free and to the extent one loves he 
liberates.



R EV IEW S of "New  Psychology Complete, Mind the Builder and 

Scientific Man  Buildin g,” three books in one, 450 pages, $3.50. Dr. A. A. 

Lindsay, Hotel An son ia, New  York City.
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Dr. Lin dsay h as been using suggestive therapeutics in his practice as a 
doctor for many years and h as worked out a practical method which has 
proven its value in so large a number of cases that only a very prejudiced 
person could ignore the results or doubt that they were produced by these 
methods.

Th e time is ripe for a better understanding of the basic principles of a 
force that lies within the reach of all who are wise enough to use it. Dr. 
Lin dsay’s book is one that places a good working knowledge before the 
reader in plain language and without making any claims that cannot he 
established by experiment.

H e does away with unnecessary paraphernalia and makes the suggestions 
to his patients in a simple way, very calmly and persistently and in such a 
manner as to awaken soul expectancy.

Just  how all this can  be done to best advantage, how to overcome oppo 
site auto-suggestions and the principles upon which to work are all made 
quite clear .—Carolyn  Hart, N . Y. Post.

•
Dr. Lindsay writes from an exalted moral plane, his aim evidently being 

to make this a better and happier world by acquainting people with the 
nature and powers of their own minds. This book is not only for those who 
intend to take up the regular practice of psycho-therapeutics, but for those 
who desire to help themselves to better health and happier living and perhaps 
to exercise incidentally a beneficial influence among their immediate friends 
and relatives— Telegram, Portland, Ore.

Th is is one of the test  books which has reached the table of the editor 
of P O W ER. An d it is just as such a hook many students desire, for it



gives definitely not only the teaching but the actual formulas whereby the 
reader learns just how he can treat h imself and others for any seeming 
inharmony. Dr. Lindsay is a deep thinker, and his writings are clear and 
concise as well as forceful.— Power.

Dr. Lindsay has made noteworthy strides in the development of a 
healthy mind in a healthy body among readers of progressive literature, 
but in this one he has not only surpassed armies of other writers on the 
subject but even himself. He knows exactly how to unravel the tangle and 
then he glides along, constantly undoing knots and rolls up the silken thread 
smoothly and symmetrically upon the plastic mind of his readers. Mind 
the Builder will and must become the Builder of Mind in America, and 
with that it will teach how to possess and preserve excellent bodies, magnifi 
cent intellects and superb characters.—’ Naturopath , N ew  York.

•

It is a practical and logical dissertation on the methods of mind-building, 
showing conclusively that it is the greatest thing in the world and that the 
subject can he, and is being, treated scientifically.

Dr. Lindsay is exceedingly tolerant of all religious sects, and never makes 
the mistake of attacking any one’s views upon health  or religion, at the same 
time he indirectly shows the fallacy of various cults when it comes in direct 
line with the science he is endeavoring to inculcate. In the pages on False 
Affirmation, we find him sounding a warning note against certain methods 
that have taken deep root among a great many people. It is not difficult to 
understand his meaning when he says: A  false affirmation made, such as 
a declaration of perfections in physical health , mental or spiritual excellence 
of affluence which does not exist at the time, either in form or degree makes 
it impossible to ever attain, and 1 hope to make it clear that the law of cause 
and effect must always produce in such practice, self-deception, which ex 
tends far beyond the subjects upon which affirmation is m ade.’’—"Oregon  
journ al."



BO O K R EV IEW  C O N T IN U ED
(D allas New s)

Dr. Lin dsay is unique in His interpretation of tKe application 
of psychology to the healing of physical and social ills, in that 
he entertains no douht as to the efficacy of the various methods 
of relief that have prevailed during all the history of mankind. 
His spirit is sufficiently hroad-gauged and liberal to include not 
only all schools, but even those phenomena characterized as 
miraculous. I am confident that h ad Moses not have erected 
the brazen serpent on the pole and caused his people to look 
toward it for healing that many more would h ave died from 
the bites of serpents, he says. I know full well that the 
bones of the sain ts and the laying on of h ands and the ashes 
or dust of the bones of the sain ts and the holy oils and the 
springs h ave thousands of genuine cures to their credit. The 
various schools of medicine, although extreme opposites in their 
methods, are all successful in that they give their treatment 
and cure often follows; and one school is just as successful as 
the other when one h as an equal opportunity with the other. 
I wish to bear witness positively that thousands of cures have 
taken place in recent years when a theological formula was 
used in the treatment.

Dr. Lin dsay’s explanation  is that none of these agencies in 
themselves possess healing power, but through them access to 
the soul is frequently found for healing suggestion. Soul ex 
pectancy is created and in such cases healing takes place. "The 
power that built the body, the soul, must heal it. * * *
Th e conclusion of the psychologist or any one else who ex 
amines the history of healing is this: The power that heals is 
within the individual who needs to be healed. On  this theory 
as his predicate he treats interestingly such subjects as "Domes 
tic Psychology," "Business Psychology.” Social Psychology," 

A  Quiet Mind. .Joyousness.’ Thought Effects, How to 
Reach  the Hundred Per Cent," Ideal Economy,’’ "H avin g a 
Vision , etc.


